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t Departement de Physique des MatCriaux. UA 172. Universite C Bernard. Lyon I ,  
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$ Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon OX11 OOX. UK 
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Abstract. We present the first experimental analysis of the chlorinewater distribution in 
the glassy and liquid state of LiCl.6D20. The results are based on neutron diffraction 
experiments performed at aspallation source. Evidence ofa  fundamental structural change 
within the hydration shell around a chlorine ion in the glassy state is given although the D 2 0  
intramolecular characteristics remain unchanged, At the same t ime,  as the water molecules 
become more localized within the chlorine hydration shell, the system orders over nearly 
twice the distance (three moreD,Oshells beinEdetectable) and this is possiblyaccompanied 
by an ordering of the ion distribution 

1. Introduction 

In aqueous solutions, the chlorine ions impose some local ordering and selective 
dynamical motion on the water molecules. At room temperature, the electrolyte is still 
in dynamical exchange. By quenching the solution, a glass is formed and its dynamics is 
greatly reduced. A large number of salts dissolved in water are able to form glassy 
materials [l]. They are generally accepted as ‘fragile’ glasses [2], their viscosity not 
varying with temperature according to an Arrhenius law. Among these salts, LiCl and 
BeCl2 present the ability to form deeply supercooled liquids at particular concentration 
ranges [3,4]. the onset of crystallization being reduced by slow kinetics. 

In the supercooled state the viscosity of such systems is analysed [5] within the 
framework of the usual scaling theory as a second-order transition. The structural 
properties at medium and large distances exhibit self-similar behaviour accompanied by 
the presence of density and concentration fluctuations [’I. These fluctuations are 
arrested and the scaling behaviour of the structural relaxation stopped at a characteristic 
temperature To considered as the lowest intrinsic limit of the metastability state. This is 
also the highest limit for the glass transition which is characterized by strongly time- 
dependent local structural distortions [2,5,6]. 

It should be possible to explore the existenceof a dynamical singularity corresponding 
to an instability of the liquid phase by exploring the connectivity of the H bond network 
of an electrolyte. In particular, the behaviour of the medium-range order should be 
investigated using an H/D substitution [7]. In other words, one can attempt to explore 
the glass transition by studying supercooled liquid electrolytes. 
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However, before undertaking advanced studies it is necessary to question the extent 
of the structural differences between a glass and a liquid electrolyte and to test the 
possibilityof precise structural characterizations. To thisend, the solution, LiCI.RD20 
is chosen with R = 6 ( R  being the number of moles of D 2 0  per mole of salt). At this 
composition the deep metastable eutectic extending well under the glass transition 
prevents crystallization, and, following the model proposed by Franck and Wen [8] .  the 
ions are surrounded by an hydration sphere and there are few chances for direct ion-ion 
correlations. For this system Tu = 145 K and Ts = 138 K (as defined in [9]). 

LiCI.RH,O (or itsequivalent LiCI-RD20) is an excellent system in which to inves- 
tigate the structural short- and medium-range order because isotopic substitution is easy 
on Li. Hand Cl. 

Since we assume, and will verify, that intramolecular D 2 0  structure is unaffected by 
the thermodynamic state, it is possible to obtain the structural differences between the 
Lit and CI- coordination shells in the liquid and glassy state. Due to its more suitable 
neutronic characteristics the chlorine-water distribution will be investigated first, 
although a greater effect could be expected for the lithium-water distribution. 

In this paper we present the first experimental analysis of the chlorine-water dis- 
tribution in the glassy and liquid state based on neutron diffraction experiments per- 
formed at a spallation source with a Q-range such as to observe differences in the 
medium-range order. 

In the first section we present the experimental procedure with emphasis on details 
which are typical of time-of-flight measurements. The data analysis is then described in 
the second section. The measured total intensity has to be corrected for the contribution 
from the sample environment and from multiple, incoherent and inelastic scattering. 
The corresponding correction programs are classical and we will simply point out the 
details of the data analysis that permit us to assert the quality of the measurements. 
Finally, in the last section we will compare and discuss the structure of the liquid and 
glassy states. 

2. Experimental procedure 

2.1. Measurement of the sample total neutron cross section 

In the case of light atoms such as hydrogen and deuterium, or molecules containing light 
atoms, there is no simple energy dependence of the total neutron cross section (uT) 
since, among other things, the inelastic scattering, and consequently the total scattering 
cross section, varies substantially with the energy of the incident neutron. 

It is therefore necessary to obtain the total neutron cross section of the sample in a 
transmission experiment. Since our sample is cylindrical and narrower than the beam 
width, we must compare the sample transmission measurement with that of a reference 
sample with identical positioningand geometry. This requirement is especially important 
in view of the non-uniformity of the beam profile. A vanadium rod is chosen as a 
reference. From the known energy dependence of the vanadium cross section [IO] it is 
possible to determine the effective neutron beam width at the sample position. In figure 
l(a) we see that the linear wavelength dependence of the vanadium U, value is well 
reproduced for an effective beam width of 1.1 cm. The same width is then used for the 
sample, but, as shown in figure l(b), the energy dependence of the 'LiCI.6D20 sample 
cross section is no longer a simple function, since molecules containing light atoms are 
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Figure 1. Total crosssection ~~versuswavelength :  - , calculated assuming hound cross 
section values, ( a )  for vanadium bar with different beam widths, (b )  for sample with 1.1 
heamwidth; +++.experiment. 

now involved. In particular the measured cross section is still well below its bound values 
at high energies (short wavelengths). 

Table 1 gives the characteristics of the samples measured over two periods referred 
to as experiment 1 and experiment 2. U, is the total scattering cross section calculated by 
the relation 

us = umh + uinmh = 4x6; b: = 2 c& 
(1 

where c, is the atomic fraction, b, the scattering length of the element e, and the bars 
indicate averaging over the spin and isotopic states of each element. 

2.2. Experimental conditions of the TOF diffraction measurement 

The experiment was performed at ISlS on the LAD spectrometer. The sample, in a 
vanadium cylindrical container, was quenched immediately after a first quick 'test run'. 
The temperature reached with a quench rate (QR) of around 3 K min-' was 125 K. 

Table 1. Chemical and neurroniccharacreristicsof the sample, 

'LiCI .6D20 'Li?%l. 6D20 'Li"CI. 6D20 
Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 2 

Isotopic 
composition 

0co;ah (h) 
~~~~~h (b) 

b: (hrr- ' )  
uaa t  1.8 A 
U.I. 

Vanadium cell: 
diameter q (cm) 
height h (cm) 

0. (h) 

100% 'Li 
75.8% "CI 
99.52% D,O 
0.48% H,O 
4.645 
1.805 
6.450 
0.513 
1.678 
8.128 

0.8 
4 

100% 'Li 
99% "CI 
99.46% D20 
0.53% HIO 
4.799 
1.714 
6.573 
0.523 
2.186 
8.759 

0.8 
3 

100% 'Li 

99.52% D,O 
0.48% H20 
4,727 
1.609 
5.836 
0.464 
0.221 
6.057 

0.8 
3 

9 1 % ~  
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Table 2. Neutronic conditions at ISIS during the two measuring periods 

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 
July 1907 January 1988 

~ ~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

Sample :LiCI .6D,O ’LiW .6D20 ‘LinCI. 6D,O 

Integrated current per 

Measuring time at 123 K 12 h 30 min 17 h 30 min 26 h 
Measuring time at RI 16 h 15 h 30 min 19 h 

t Currentsup to IIOpAarc now routinelyavailable (1990). 

Avcrage currentt (pAj 33 49 

month(pA h-‘)  22000 25 wn 

1 4 5 O  

580 - 

145’- 
a, r 

0 5 10 15 20 *’ Q(r’ ) 

~.~ . .  

Figure 2. Total structure factor measured at several seatiering angles for the same material 
’Li”CI.6D20at two temperatures,during thesame run. 
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Table3.Vaiuesof the coefficientsofS,,(Q) inequation (1). 
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Li-Li CI-CI Li-CI Ci-0 CI-D Li-0 Li-D 0-0 0-D D-D 

"Cl 0.12 3.37 -1.28 20.2 46.2 -3.83 -8.75 30.33 139 158 
"CI 0.12 0.37 -0.43 6.72 15.4 -3.83 -8.75 30.33 139 158 
'CI 0.12 2.29 -1.05 16.7 38.1 -3.83 -8.75 30.33 139 158 

Higher QR is not necessary at this concentration [3]. The neutronic conditions available 
at ISIS during the two measuring periods are given in table 2. 

The room temperature run was performed immediately after the low-temperature 
one. This procedure reduced the vanadium corrosion to a negligible value. 

An illustration of the data obtained for 7Li35C1.6D20 at low and room temperatures 
isgivenin figure2forseveralscatteringangles. Thesedataarecorrectedforbackground, 
multiple, can and cryostat scattering following a standard procedure [ll]. We obtained 
a time of flight (TOF) differential cross section (TDCS) from w,hich it is possible to 
determine the total structure factor F ( Q )  which directly describes the structure of the 
multicomponent system investigated. 

The total structure factor is related to the partial structure factors S,,(Q) by the 
relation 

F ( Q )  = x c , c + Z  cob,cpb,(S,pl(Q)-l) = b i  +XcNCpbdp(S ,p l (Q)- l )  (1) 

where c, is the atomic fraction, b, the scattering length of element e, and the bars 
indicate averagingover the spin and isotopicstates of each element. The first term comes 
from 'single-atom' scattering; the second is due to 'interference scattering' and contains 
the basis structural information on atomic pair positions. 

Table 3 gives the value of the coefficients of each SmP partial contribution to F(k) for 
the three chlorine isotopic compositions of the 7LiCI.6D20 sample studied. These 
coefficients are independent of the state of the system. Therefore, small errors in the 
isotopic composition have negligible effect on the temperature dependence of the 
structural characteristics. However, the density must be known with precision [12]. 

0 *6 NP 

Tabie.2. Density and related parameters for the different isotopicscompositions. 

d 
13U K 
RT 

1.289 
1.264 

1,284 
1.259 

1.298 
1.273 

p ((atoms) k3) 
130 K 0.09569 0.09565 0.09564 
RT 0.09384 0.09378 0.09380 

N, (atoms) 
130 K 0.1924 0.1442 0.1442 
RT 0.1886 0.1414 0.1415 

N,b: (bsr-') 
130 K 0.09870 0.07542 0.06691 
RT 0.09675 0.07395 0.06566 
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Figure 3. Total scattering intensity ior LiCl, 6D20 a1 125 K.'beiore incl?sticiIy corrections 
measured: -, on LAD. lSlS (RAL). UK: t i t .  on 7C2 ORPHEE (LLB) Saclay, 
France. 

Table 4 gives thc density d _  the number density p .  the number of atoms in the beam 
N ,  (.Vs = .?rq?%p/4), with h and p the cell height and internal diameter, and N,b: the 
total cross section (divided by 4x1). 

Beforediscussing theexperimental results, we want to point out some improvements 
on the data analysis made in order to increase the precision. 

3. Data analysis 

We will focus our comments on a few points: the inelasticity correction. the sum rule 
and the comparison between TOF (spallation source) andconstant-wavelength (reactor- 
based) fully corrected data. 

3.1. Inelastic correction 

In  general, neutron diffraction in materials containing light elements such as D and Li 
isdistorted by the inelasticity correction since the quasistaticapproximation is not valid. 
Empirical correction methods have been developed for reactor experiments but they 
remain to be justified. However. with pulsed neutrons the inelasticity correctionissmall 
for D and Li if the detector angle is s40". 

In figure 3. we give the total scattering intensity in barns per steradian obtained on 
LiCI.6D20 at 125 Kin a constant-wavelength measurement (at the ORPHEE reactor, 
on the 7C2spectrometer with A = 0.703 A) before making inelasticity corrections. We 
alsodisplay the resultsobtainedon thc ~ ~ ~ f o r a d e t e c t o r a n g l e o f 2 8  = 20".Thefalloff, 
which is characteristic of inelasticity effects on the self-scattering term in reactor data, 
is nearly absent in TOF measurements. I t  is also apparent that the intramolecular bonds 
produce oscillations up to very high values of Q. We note that the high-Q limit of the 
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I I 
'L i 'C I 6020  T=I 2 5 K  

- 3 5 ~ ~  bS e x p = 0 . 5 3 0  2 

. . . 3 7 C l  bSexp=0.520 2 

Figure4. Totalstructure factorobtained for 'Li'C1.6D20 for the twoisotopic compositions 
at 125K:-.99%"CI, I B 3 ' C l ; ~ ~ ~ , 9 1 ~ ' 7 C l , 9 % ~ s C I .  

scattering level for the LAD data compares well, within 8%. with the known scattering 
cross section which gives an overall estimate of the data correction accuracy. The 
differencesobservedin thelow-Qregionare related to thecorrectionsdetailedinsection 
3.2. 

3.2.  Additional use of maximum entropy 

In figure 4, we display Q(F(Q) - b:) ,  b: being determined experimentally at the high- 
Q limit, There is a step in the data at 20 k': the data shown here have been merged 
from data taken at separate scattering angles of 5", lo", 20" and 35' and the step seen 
here arises from the difference between the greatest inelasticity 'droop' at 35" and that 
at 20". 

The measurements obtained with "CI and those obtained with 3'C1 isotope seem to 
agree remarkably well. However, the oscillations due to the distinct scattering are not 
well balanced around zero and the sum rule is not satisfied. A smoothly Q-dependent 
correction residue is apparent and could be the effect of cumulating errors in the various 
corrections. Maximum entropy allows us to correct the data for this correction residue. 
The modified maximum entropy algorithm was developed by Soper [13]. Essentially, 
themethodusesaMonteCarlo(Mc) algorithmtoexplorearangeofcorrelationfunctions 
consistent with the data, while at the same time a smoothness constraint is placed on 
the possible distributions: the smoother distributions are favoured over the noisier 
distributions. The degree of fit to the data is measured by the R-factor, Rf, where 

R: = (D, - M ; ) ' / E  0:. ( 2 )  

TheD,arethedatainquestionandM,modelsthedatageneratedby t h e ~ ~ a l g o r i t h m .  
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c a l c u l a t e d  -0 2 

ttt e x p e r i m e n t a l  

Figure 5. Total scattering cross section corresponding to 'Li"CI.hD?O at 125 K: -. 
measured; +++. as corrected by maximum entropy-in the bottum of the figure the 
smoothly correction residue IS given. Inset: correction residues of the lint.order difference 
at two temperatures. 

The information content of any particular distribution .V, is represented by the function 

I = p;/?/jN; 1 (3) 
which is essentially a function of the second (double prime) and first (single prime) 
derivatives of N,. Clearly, as I becomes smaller the distribution becomes smoother. The 
effect of the first derivative in the denominator is to down-weight the second derivative 
in regions in which N, is changing very rapidly, such as in the vicinity of peaks. 

These tb-0 terms are combined to form a 'quality factor' Qf, where 

Q, = h,R: + h21 (4) 
and h,  and h2 are undetermined weights that control the fit to the data and the degree 
of smoothness in the final solution, respectively. The second weighting is chosen in such 
a way that on average the second term in (4) and the R-factor make equal contributions 
to the quality factor. At each stage of the algorithm the acceptance of each trial dis- 
tribution is based on the value of exp(-Q,). The distribution presented is therefore the 
ensemble average of all accepted trial distributions, and because the simulation has 
sampled a range of distributions consistent with the data and with the degree ofsmooth- 
ness imposed, a realistic standard deviation of individual distributions about the average 
can be calculated. giving rise to a realistic error bar in the final estimate. 

Figure 5 shows, as a full curve, the fully corrected distinct scattering cross section 
F ( Q )  - b:; the smoothly Q-dependent correction residue is also displayed. The 
improvement is significant. 

No further effort was made to master the correction residue problem, since the 
present study aimed essentially to make a comparison between two structures. We 
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Figure 6. Maximum-entropy Structure factor for one isotope composition at two tempera- 
tures. 

verified, however, that the correction residue was practically independent of isotopic 
composition and sample temperature. 

The differences between the residues (AS@), - AS@)-<,) of the normalized dif- 
ferential cross sections of the two isotopic compounds in the glassy and liquid states are 
given in the inset of figure 5. These differences are small and comparable. 

To conclude, we consider as acceptable the corrections proposed for similar future 
studies although there could be more improvement [14]. However, they are small when 
compared with the advantage of obtaining data on an extended Q-range. 

3.3. Comparison with an equioalent study at R? 

The groups of G W Neilson and J E Enderby have compared [U] the scaled F ( Q )  or 
AFc,(Q) for three LiCl solutions corresponding respectively to R = 14 (dilute), R = 5 
(the nearest concentration to our study), and R = 3.35 values. The agreement between 
our study and their R = 5 data is satisfactory. Nevertheless, they do not observe asym- 
metry on the second peak, near 3 A-', on AFc,(Q) (figure S), and their data stop before 
significative structural oscillations can be detected. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. The totalstructure factor and intramolecular structure of water 

The total structure factors measured at two tempertures are given for 'Li3'CI.6DzO in 
figure 6. The total structure factor is defined by relation (3). 
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Figure 7. Total pair correlation function 4irpr(g(r) - 1 )  of 'Li"CI.60,O obtained at 
RT,-; and ai 125 K, +++. 

with, according to equation (l), 

Details on the data corrections have been described in the previous section. 
The curves exhibit a regular oscillatory behaviour and become nearly identical in the 

high-Q region: (Q > 17A-I). We conclude that the intramolecular structure of water 
remains unaltered. This is confirmed by the examination of the total pair correlation 
function (see figure 7) where we identify the first two peak positions, with the intra- 
molecular roD, rDD distances which are equivalent to the pure water intramolecular 
distances [16] at RT: 

r(DD) 5 1.57 A r ( 0 D )  = 0.97 A. 
For Q-values less than 17 A-' we observe some difference between the liquid and the 
glass phase structures. The differences are detected as a 1ow-Q shift for the first dif- 
fraction peak and an improved resolution for all the peaks of the glassy state. This last 
effect is noticeable even in the range 11 k I - 1 7  hi-' ,  although MD calculations show [ 141 
that, in this range, the oscillations should be mainly due to the intramolecular water 
structure. 

4.2. First-order differences in the liquid and glassy stale 

The pair correlations between CI and the various atoms can be obtained from the first- 
order difference between diffraction patterns measured with different chlorine isotopes 
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TableS.The weight of various partial structure faclorscontributingto the difference AFa(Q). 

CI-D (IO-‘bsr-‘) Cl-O(lO-’bsr-’) CCLi (IO-’bsr-’) Cl-Cl(lO~’bsr~’) 

’SCI-”CI 13.4 30.8 -0.9 3 
Ncl-ncl 9.88 22.13 -0.58 2 

[18]. Table 5 gives the weight of the various partial structure factors contributing to the 
difference: 

AF,, (Q) = F(Q)( *CI7Li. 6D20) - F( Q)( * *CI ’Li .6D20) 

where *Cl and **CI are two different chlorine isotopic compositions. 
Of course, the higher precision on the water molecule-Cl coordination comes from 

the difference between 35CI and 37CI data, which is given in figure (8) for the glassy and 
liquid states. In this figure, the curves become similar above 17 k’, in agreement with 
the total structure factor characteristics for the two states, but large differences appear 
at lower Q-values. The first peak of the glassy differential pattern is very narrow and 
shifted to low Q-values, while the third and fourth peaks are shifted to high Q-values; a 
shoulder is also noticeable on the left-hand side of the 2nd peak. Between 11 and 17 A-’ 
all oscillations are in phase and only intensity differences persist. The large Q-range 
over which the oscillations differ tells us something about an increased ordering within 
the hydration shell of chlorine in the glassy state, the narrow first peak pointing to 
correlated large-distance effects. 

By comparison, pure water liquid and amorphous states differ only at low Q-values 
~ 9 1 .  

t l+= l25K 

. 

0 5 10 15 20 25 o(a-7) 

Figure 8. First-order difference beween diffraction patterns measured with two isotopic 
compositionsat I Z K ,  + + + ; a t n ~ , -  . Inset: magnification of the intermediate Q- 
range. 
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Figure 9. Pair correlation functions Z0 gcl.&): t t t , at 125 K ;  and - .at UT. 

4.3. Pair correlation functions Cl-a (a = 0, D, Li, Cl) in the liquid and glassy state 

The Fourier transforms of the first-order difference functions measured in the liquid and 
glassy statesaregiven in figure 9. In this highly concentrated aqueoussystem weobserve, 
in the vitreous state, a very well defined first peak, gcl.a which goes to zero at the first 
minimum. The phase agreement up to 4 8, confirms the stability of the first hydration 
shell around chlorine in both states. 

The weightings of the different CI-a pair correlation functions participating in the 
FT of the first-order difference “Cl-37CI are: 

Ag(r) = 0 . 6 4 2 g ~ l . ~ ( r )  + 0.280g~,.o(r) + 0.1035gc,-cl(r) - 0.025gcl-~i(r) 

permits us to attribute the first well defined distance to CI-D,. The differentiation 
between CI-0 and CI-D? is sharp in the glassy state and smeared in the liquid. 

The hydrationofchlorine is basically unaffected by vitrification but thevarious atoms 
become significantly more ordered within the hydration shell. 

The first peak positions are given in table 6 with the notation used in [17]. 

Table 6. 
, , . ,  , 

rM t  (A) “I (.A) 
I ,  (A) first maximum firs1 minimum 

CI (cul o f f )  distance g(rMl) distance g(rmJ 

D, Glass 1.825 2.225 2.67 2.675 0 
Liquid 1,825 2.225 2 0.3 

0 Glass 2.7 3.175 1.7 3.2-3.7 1.3 
Liquid 2.7 3.2 1.6 1.5 

D, Glass 3.625 
Liquid 3.625 

. - . . ..,, ,, , .I.,,,,, . I , ,  -,,.l #.b“ll* ,.., ,CJ1,V , , , ,  , , , , , , I  E,, 

, ,  
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Figure 10. Pair correlation functions 4nrp(T,gc,.,(r) - 1): +++,at 125 K; and- . at 
RT. 

In figure 10 we display r(Ag(r) - 1) which allows us to make a very sensitive com- 
parison of the chlorine-water correlations in the glassy and liquid states. 

The long-range correlations extending to 14 8, in the glass disappear at about 8 8, in 
the liquid. This corresponds to a difference of about three shells of water molecules. In 
the liquid and in the glass the first coordination shell has the same characteristic, CC 
D,, CI-0 and CI-D, distances are equal, as well as the hydration number (ncl = 5.4) 
determined from the running integration number up to rml:  the well defined minima at 
2.675 8,. The n,,.,coordination number integrated up to r = 3.8 8, has nearly the same 
value nci4 = 5.7. We taker  = 4 8, as the spatial extent of the chlorine hydration shell. 

In the range 4-5 A, correlation sappear in the glass that are smearedout in the liquid; 
they could be related to indirect correlations between CI-CI- and CI-Li' through water 
molecules (see the results of MD simulation). In the glass, the structural modulation 
extending to 14 8, can be taken as an estimate for the correlation length. We note that 
the direct ion pairing Lit CI- at around 2.8 A is excluded at this concentration. 

Ifweconsiderthe D,O intramoleculardistance (0-D = 0.97 8,, D-D = 1.57 8,) and 
the hydration shell CI-D and CI-0 values, we conclude that D, ,  0 and CI atoms are 
positioned completely linearly, the D2 atoms also being very well localized in the vitreous 
state in which the water molecule motion is significantly reduced compared with the 
liquid state case, there is a fundamental change within the hydration shell around the 
chlorine ion, although the mean distances and hydration number do not change. This 
localization enhances the orientational correlations between neighbouring molecules 
and increases the spatial correlation length, thus contributing to the noticeable changes 
in the characteristics of the first-difference structure factors (see figure 8). As in the pure 
water case [19] weobserve shorter distancesfor the correlationsaway from the first shell 
in the liquid state as compared with the glassy state: they ap ear, respectively, at 68, 

ice. 
The observed hydration number is less than six, even at thisconcentration where the 

ratio D20/LiC1 is six. This is observed for most solutions containing chlorine ions, at 

and7 8,inliquidandglassyLiCl~6D20,andat 3.5Aand4.5 1. inwaterandamorphous 
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Figure 11. Radialpaircorrelationfunction4nr'l~,go.,(r): + + + , a t  125K;and- +at 
RT. 

least up to R = 4. It is allegedly related to the efficiency of some dissociative mechanism 
[ZO]. The fact that, even in the vitreous state where the chlorine hydration is expected 
to be quite stable, the well defined local order persists with coordination number less 
than six brings the dissociative mechanism into doubt. But if we notice that the first 
stable hydrate near R = 6 is the pentahydrate, which exhibits a diffraction spectrum 
typically similar to that of a lamellar compound [Z, 31, we might expect some distortion 
of the water molecule arrangement around chlorine for coordination six, preluding the 
stratification for R = 5 .  

We have summarized all the structural information obtained for the system LiCI- R 
D,O in table 7. Inspection of the out-of equilibrium phase diagram [3] shows that RT is 
not an equivalent temperature for all concentrations. However, given the self-similarity 
of the structural behaviour in the liquid state for salt-rich concentrations, we do not 
expect a large temperature dependence of the structural characteristics, as long as we 
remain above peritectic lines [ 5 ] .  

Table 8. Summary of our data obtained for R = 6 at RT and at 125 K. 

Temperature R Technique Chlorine correlations 

Indirect ion 
Direct ion pairing via 

CI-D C1-0 CI-D2 pairing water molecule 
(A) (A) (A) (A) (A) 

RT 6 N  2.225 3.2 5.4 3.625 - - 
125 K 6 N  2.225 3.175 5.4 3.625 - (4-5) 
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Our rcsults are in agreement with the experimental results obtained by the Bristol 
group for the composition of the pentahydrate. They also agreewith the resultsobtained 
by the molecular dynamics simulations of Bopp and co-workers (171 andTanaka and co- 
workers [21] for the composition R = 4. The running number nCI-H obtained by Bopp 
and coworkers [ 171 i s 5 2  at r = 2.63 8, and 6.3 at r = 2.928,, which compares well with 
the value obtained at the minimum of the function where the solvation number around 
CI- is near 5.4. 

Therefore we can consider that, at RT, for the hydration 4 < R < 6, the chlorine- 
water distribution does not present large variations, at least for the first hydration shell. 
The differences in R appear due to indirect pairing via water molecules, this pairing not 
being present in the liquid state at the composition R = 6 .  

Its agreement with experiment supports the improved central force model used for 
water. ion-water, and ion-ion interaction simulations, at least at RT. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have pointed out the value of analyzing the structure of an electrolyte 
in the glassy state with pulsed neutron diffraction. This work will be completed by the 
determination of the correlations between Li' and D 2 0  in the liquid and glassy states. 
Given the well defined ordering detected at low temperatures we expect to be able 
to describe, at the atomic level, the structural changes accompanying the slow and 
irreversible configurational disorder appearing at the glass transition [2,5] .  
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